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The simulation of APEX data: the SENSOR approach
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ABSTRACT

The consistent simulation of airborne and spaceborne hyperspectral data is an important task and sometimes the on
the adaptation and optimization of a sensor and its observing conditions, the choice and test of algorithms for data pr,
error estimations and the evaluation of the capabilities of the whole sensor system.

The integration of three approaches is suggested for the data simulation of APEX (Airborne Prism Experiment): a) a s
consistent approach (e.g. using AVIRIS data), b) a geometrically consistent approach (e.g. using CASI data), and c) a
end simulation of the sensor system. In this paper, the last approach is discussed in detail. Such a technique shouldf
there is no simple deterministic relation between input and output parameters.

The simulation environment SENSOR (Software Environment for the Simulation of Optical Remote Sensing System
sented here includes a full model of the sensor system, the observed object and the atmosphere. The simulator consi
parts. The first part describes the geometrical relations between object, sun, and sensor using a ray tracing algorithm-
ond part of the simulation environment considers the radiometry. It calculates the at-sensor-radiance using a pre-c
multidimensional lookup-table for the atmospheric boundary conditions and bi-directional reflectances. Part three co
an optical and an electronic sensor model for the generation of digital images. Application-specific algorithms for d
cessing must be considered additionally.

The benefit of using an end-to-end-simulation approach is demonstrated, an example of a simulated APEX data cub
and preliminary steps of evaluation of SENSOR are carried out.

Keywords:  APEX, hyperspectral, spectroscopy, simulation, optimization

1. INTRODUCTION

The European Space Agency (ESA) has identified the Land Surface Processes and Interactions Mission 
(Berger, 1999) as an Earth Explorer Core Mission to increase the understanding of terrestrial ecosystems. Many of E
sions are complemented by precursor missions in order to foster the development of methods and algorithms and p
user community with scientific data prior to the start-off of the mission itself. 

In the case of the LSPIM, which is currently in its Phase A (Labandibar, 1999), the Airborne PRISM Experiment (APE
been defined as a partial data simulation, validation and calibration source for LSPIM. APEX will be able to simulate th
reflective part of the spectrum covered by LSPIM as well as adding a to be defined thermal sensor for the emis
(Schaepman, 1998a).

The directional component of the LSPIM can be simulated using an additional source, namely CHRIS (Lobb, 199
directional part of APEX will be achieved by flying pre-calculated flight lines depending on solar angles.
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The APEX instrument is defined as an airborne pushbroom  imager (Fig. 1) with 1000 pixels across track and a swath wi
of 2.5 - 5.0 km depending on the flight altitude. 300 spectral bands cover the wavelength range from 400 - 2500 nm. T
tral sampling distance is specified as 5 nm in the VIS/NIR and 10 nm in the SWIR. The APEX specifications were id
based on the Phase A study (Itten, 1997). 

Fig. 1: Principle of a pushbroom imaging spectrometer using a prism

The exact system design, the optimization, and evaluation of sensor parameters, observation conditions, and retri
rithms have to be performed using different approaches. In general, there are three methods applicable:

i) Physical model

If there is a simple relationship between input and output data, this model should be used. For example, the instantan
of view corresponds proportionally to the signal-to-noise ratio and no complex software simulation is required.

ii) Testbed

If the input-output relationship is not simple, it can be useful to use hardware testbeds in order to determine an optimem
configuration, e.g. to evaluate the effect of using a mechanical shutter.

iii) Software simulation

If both methods i) and ii) are not feasible or too expensive, then complex computer models should be used. The main
describe the essential parts of the remote sensing system with physical, mathematical or algorithmic models.

Since a remote sensing system like APEX is a complex device, and since a complete evaluation of the sensor hardw
possible without the knowledge of its environment (including the observed object) and data processing, the only way 
stand the interactions between these parts is the implementation of an complex computer model which describes all 
tial processes. The main objectives of this modeling approach are:

• Evaluation of specifications,
• Test of hardware processing facilities,
• Choice and test of retrieval algorithms,
• Accuracy and error estimation of data products, and
• Cost-versus-quality considerations.

For APEX, a software simulator named SENSOR (Software EN vironment for the Simulation of Optical Remote sensing sys-
tems) has been developed by a cooperation between the Remote Sensing Laboratories (RSL) and the German Aero
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ter (DLR) in order to simulate the instrument and to evaluate the impact of changes of the specifications du
construction phase of APEX. Since the performance of APEX will mainly be driven by user  requirements , the simulator
for APEX is capable of monitoring the change of the specifications in terms of uncertainty statements in dedicated d
ucts. The basic concept behind SENSOR is to put all relevant knowledge of hardware of the remote sensing system 
cal distortions, stray light, dark signal, pixel response non-uniformity), the source of radiance, the atmosphere, 
observed object (e.g. slope, aspect) into one model.

In combination with the data processing algorithms, SENSOR represents a powerful tool treating all mentioned part
ments of a complex, unified system. It is the only way to describe non-trivial relations between any input and output p
and to draw conclusions concerning single parts of the entire system. 

SENSOR pursues a similar philosophy as other end-to-end simulation approaches (e.g. SENSAT, Richter 1990b), b
its complexity, SENSOR considers effects which are ignored often. It is based on an inheritance of a predecessor pro
Reulke (1995). 

2. SENSOR: AN END-TO-END-SIMULATION TOOL

Fig. 2 depicts a general flow diagram of SENSOR. From left to right all essential input parameters, the processing 
and the outputs (also input parameters for the next processing step), are given. 

Fig. 2: Scheme of the software environment for the simulation of optical remote sensing systems (SENSOR)

SENSOR consists of three main parts: the first one determines the geometric relation between the remote sensing s
radiant source, and the object, the second one simulates the influence of the atmosphere and calculates the at-senso
and the third describes the system hardware consisting of optical and electronic components.

• Digital elevation model
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• Sun position
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2.1 Ray tracing

The task of the first SENSOR module is to determine the geometric relations between the observed object (in gener
terized by a digital elevation model), the radiant source and the remote sensing system applying a ray tracing algorith

A flight over a digital elevation model (DEM) is simulated. Information about the position of the sensor (x, y, z), attitudll,
pitch, yaw), and the geometric calibration data can be provided by data of other sensor systems or can be simulated.
information, so-called pixel rays are defined. They describe the viewing direction vector of each detector element at 
during the simulated flight. The determination of the object points observed and their properties - class of the obj
“wood”), sky view factor, normal vector, surface temperature - is the next step. This additional information is given by mr
derived from the DEM directly. Starting from a certain detector element, the pixel ray is tracked until a surface elemet.
The following section gives an idea of this so-called ‘ray tracing’ in a DEM (Fig. 3 illustrates the situation). 

Fig. 3: Ray tracing in a digital elevation model

Usually the DEM consists of a set of equidistant distributed samples defining a number of small rectangular patches.
SOR, for reasons of simplicity and computing efficiency, these elements are subdivided into two triangles per patch.
of the DEM elements and the ground sampling distance of the remote sensing system should be approximately the 
task of ray tracing is to find the triangle, which is seen of a certain detector element. That means to find the intersecnt
between the pixel ray and the appropriate triangle. In most cases, it is computationally far too expensive to check alles
whether they were hit by a pixel ray or not, therefore fast algorithms are required. The shadowing effects are considee
SENSOR ray tracing module as well, but are not discussed in detail in this paper.

After reproducing the pixel ray (by assigning each pixel a position and a viewing direction), the intersection points betwhe
pixel ray and two bounding planes (defined by the maximum and minimum height of the DEM) are calculated. Both i
tion points mark a sub-array of the DEM. The intersection point between the pixel ray and the DEM must lie within th
array. The next step is to find the triangles which lie on the trace of the pixel ray (Fig. 4). All these candidates have to tested
with respect to an intersection with the current pixel ray. The following equation system solves the problem:

r isp = r 0r + tr ⋅◊ r dr = r 0s + tp1⋅ r dp1 + tp2 ⋅ r dp2 , (1)

where r isp is the vector of the intersection point between the pixel ray and the triangle plane, r 0r the origin of the pixel ray, tr
the scaling parameter of the pixel ray, r dr the pixel viewing direction vector, r 0s the origin of the triangle plane, r dp1 and r dp2
the vectors stretching the triangle plane, tp1 and tp2 the scaling parameters of the triangle plane. It can be checked e
whether the found intersection point lies within the triangle or not.
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Fig. 4: Principle of ray tracing in a digital elevation model, side view (left), top view (right)

The speed of the procedure depends on the geometry of the remote sensing system (e.g. field of view), the flight mo
the DEM parameters (height differences, resolution, roughness). This procedure is done once per spatial pixel, indep
the number of spectral channels. As an example: Ray tracing algorithms compute about 20 minutes on a Sun Ultra
simulated APEX scene of 1000 spatial pixels and 1500 lines in a mountainous region (mountain Rigi, Switzerland, he
ferences of about 1300 m within an area of 10 km × 10 km).

The output of the ray tracing procedure is:

• Geometry of the object points observed: intersection points with DEM, normal vectors of the observed DEM elem
and

• Properties of the object points observed: classes, sky view factors, temperatures.

The object properties allow to define a link to a spectral library. The library can contain measured or simulated refl
spectra. An assignment between an object class and a reference spectrum is established using a lookup-table.

2.2 Radiative transfer

After the determination of the geometric properties, the at-sensor-radiance for each pixel of each image line in each
channel is calculated. The radiative transfer describes the influence of the earth’s atmosphere on the solar irradiance
uses data simulated by MODTRAN (Berk, 1989), because of the large wavelength range and the flexibility in varyin
viewing directions.

Internally, SENSOR applies a sub-channel model. These sub-channels are the smallest units. All calculations are do
level. All spectral channels of the remote sensing system are built by a number of sub-channels. Width and sampling
of the sub-channels are set to 1 nm, since MODTRAN’s internal minimum step width (1 cm-1) corresponds to a step width o
1 nm at the uppermost wavelength being relevant for APEX (2500 nm or 4000 cm-1).

First, the corresponding reflectance value of the observed object is needed for each sub-channel. This information is
after ray tracing using the link between object classes and spectral libraries. The reference spectrum must be given ae
or a better resolution as the sampling distance of the sub-channels. It should be mentioned that spectral features ca
eled correctly only if the sampling theorem is considered. Furthermore, SENSOR is able to include bidirectional refl
distribution functions (BRDF) provided by spectral libraries.
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The second way to retrieve reflectance values is to access a data cube containing reflectance values for each sp
These data cubes can be obtained by resampling of atmospherically corrected data sets (Schläpfer, 1999) of other,
similar hyperspectral remote sensing systems, such as AVIRIS (Porter, 1987).

The next step is the determination of the at-sensor-radiance of each sub-channel. MODTRAN allows this calculat
definable channel and a set of environmental parameters. Pre-calculated MODTRAN lookup-tables (LUT) are used in
increase processing speed. The LUT’s are given for a set of values of all important input parameters. The number of e
input parameter and their resolution has to be defined by the known APEX specifications and by expected observati
tions.

Therefore, a tool generating these LUT’s is used (Wiest, 1998). Currently, the type of atmosphere, aerosol type, visibn-
sor altitude, ground altitude, sun zenith angle, and wavelength are considered as the varying input parameters.

MODTRAN calculates one integral value (total radiance) for the at-sensor-radiance, belonging to a set of input par
Certain input parameters are unknown prior to the simulation, e.g. reflectance, slope, and aspect. All of these param
to be one parameter of the MODTRAN LUT, otherwise the pre-calculated total radiance cannot be used as a fin
Instead, the contributing parts of the integral value are taken directly or indirectly from the MODTRAN output file
essential contributing parts of the at-sensor-radiance are depicted in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5: Contributing parts of total at-sensor-radiance (after Wiest, 1998)

Those parts are:

• Lλ,g  ground emmisivity,
• Lλ,p,th  thermal path radiance,
• Lλ,p,sc  total path scattered solar radiance (including adjacency effects),
• Lλ,dir  direct ground reflected solar radiance,
• Lλ,diff,sc diffuse ground reflected solar radiance, and
• Lλ,diff,th  diffuse ground reflected thermal radiance.

By introducing additional information, e.g. reflectance, slope, aspect, these parts can be revalued and summed up th
sensor-radiance. In comparison to storing the value of the total radiance only, this parametric approach is more flex
size of the pre-calculated LUT’s and the computing time for generating them is significantly smaller.

Currently, the MODTRAN LUT used for the APEX simulation consists of seven entries (six radiative contributing
explained above and the optical depth) for all combinations of the input parameters (Table 1). It has a size of about 7..
Its generation takes about half an hour on a Sun Ultra 60. The LUT can be expanded easily, e.g. by adding differen
models.
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There are two major limitations have to be overcome for the simulation. The first is the interpolation procedure to
appropriate results of intermediate input parameters, which is not trivial in a seven-dimensional data cube. In this w
nonlinear seven-dimensional hypersphere is expanded into a linear Taylor-series and a multidimensional linear ap
used to solve the equation systems. The second one is the navigation in a multidimensional data cube. The incessan
tion of the address of an appropriate data set is a very time consuming process. So procedures for a fast data acces-
sary.

The result of the module described above is the at-sensor-radiance for each spatial pixel of each image line in eac
channel. The applied parametric approach allows a flexible use of pre-calculated MODTRAN LUT’s.

2.3 System characterization

The module describes the hardware of the remote sensing system considering the aspects of signal and syst
(Jahn, 1995). It is divided into an optical and an electronic part. The aim is the calculation of digital numbers out of the-sen-
sor-radiance given either by the radiative transfer module of SENSOR or by radiance values provided by other hype
remote sensing systems. 

Each spectral APEX channel is characterized by a spectral response function. It describes the sensitivity of the chann-
ing to the energy in a certain range of the electromagnetic spectrum. In order to model a continuous response funct
SOR defines the response function of each channel as a set of discrete samples (sampling distance 1 nm). The first
calculation of the number of generated photons arriving the detector for each sub-channel by the e
(Schaepman, 1998a):

np = Ae ⋅ ω ⋅ ti ⋅  ⋅ L(λ) dλ , (2)

where np is the number of photons, Ae the area of the entrance aperture, ω the solid angle of the instantaneous field of view,i
the integration (exposure) time, τ0(λ) the response function of the entire remote sensing system, λ the wavelength, and L(λ)
the at-sensor-radiance. The response function of the entire remote sensing system must be given for each pixel on th
CCD (spatial and spectral direction) and is the result of a calibration process. All other parameters are fixed per s
flight. First of all, the Poisson distributed photon noise must be considered (yielding to np’). 

The number of electrons liberated by the photons is given by

ne = np’ ⋅ η(λ) , (3)

LUT parameter Number of entries Values / Range

Type of atmosphere 1 Mid latitude summer

Type of aerosol 1 Rural

Visibilities 3 10 km, 15 km, 23 km

Sensor Altitudes 1 7500 m

Ground Altitudes 11 0 m ... 2000 m (step width: 200 m)

Solar Zenith Angles 4 15˚ ... 60˚ (step width: 15˚)

Wavelengths 2101 400 nm ... 2500 nm (step width: 1 nm)

Table 1: Parameters of a pre-calculated MODTRAN lookup-table
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where ne is the number of electrons, and η(λ) the wavelength dependent quantum efficiency. Most approaches end o
stage, ignoring important noise sources and processing steps. In contrast to these models, SENSOR includes the 
characterizing the hardware of the remote sensing system. A quasi-convolution in the spectral direction is performed
ming up the generated electrons of the sub-channels into one spectral APEX channel (Fig. 6). 

Fig. 6: Sub-channel concept for signal generation within SENSOR

Behind the optics, an electronic data processing chain is modeled. It includes certain noise sources (e.g. pixel resp
uniformity and dark signal), and an analog-digital-converter. The output is one digital number per spatial and spectr
per image line. The transfer of the at-sensor-radiances to digital numbers corresponds to an inverse radiometric ca
This procedure is performed for each spatial pixel of each line of each spectral channel. 

The influence of the point spread function (PSF) of the system and blurring caused by the flight motion during integrat
is considered by applying convolution kernels across and along flight track. This is performed for each spectral image
ering neighboring pixels. The result is a simulated APEX data cube. 

The cube also includes data of the planned in-flight calibration. Before and after each data acquisition, the system loa
calibration sphere and a few lines will be scanned with the shutter closed. Black pixels on the outer border of the 
used, in order to estimate the dark current of the electronics (Schaepman, 1998b). All these data are introduced in th
tion process as well.

Smile and frown (keystone), caused by the optical components of APEX, are of special interest. If needed, the simu
these effects with SENSOR may be performed the following way: For each pixel on the CCD (spatial and spectral), 
geometric calibration data are provided (simulated or measured). Then for each pixel the ray tracing procedure has 
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ried out separately. After that, the radiation transfer and system hardware modules can be applied the way describ
The simulation of distortion effects using SENSOR is possible, but results in a memory and computional efficiency pr

Currently, it takes about 20 hours on a Sun Ultra 60 to simulate one entire APEX image cube with a size of 1000 pixel× 1500
image lines × 300 spectral channels. This time would yet increase by applying enhanced convolution algorithms or b
narrower sub-channels.

3. SIMULATED DATA

3.1 Example

Fig. 7 shows an APEX data cube simulated by SENSOR. The image gives an unnatural impression due to a coarse s
of the object classes. The first and last lines are the in-flight calibration data (Schaepman, 1998b). The black pixels oft
and right border are used for dark current measurements. 

Fig. 7: SENSOR simulated data cube

3.2 Verification

It is an essential prerequisite that the consistency of SENSOR simulated data is verified. The review of the geometri
tion shows no problems and is performed by comparing the original elevation model with all calculated intersection
between pixel rays and DEM.

The following procedure is carried out, in order to estimate the radiometric accuracy of SENSOR simulated data:

• Simulation of a flight over an area (all input parameters are known exactly, e.g. the reflectance spectra of a sele
target) - the result is a cube of digital numbers, 

• Application of an independent atmosphere correction program (ATCOR, Richter, 1990a) to the simulated data.

The result should be the input reflectance spectra. The comparison of one original, wavelength independent input 
(reflectance = 0.3) and a reconstructed output spectrum can be seen in Fig. 8 (only the first 190 APEX channels we
ered).
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Fig. 8: Comparison of original spectrum and reconstructed spectrum (after SENSOR simulation and ATCOR correction)

As expected, there are problems in the water vapor absorption bands. Ignoring these parts of the spectrum, the abs
deviation between the input and the output spectrum amounts to 0.001 and the standard deviation to 0.084 in this ex
our opinion, these deviations are caused by the parametric approach generating the at-sensor-radiance and differe
LUT’s generated for SENSOR and ATCOR.

4. CONCLUSIONS

An complex end-to-end simulation tool called SENSOR is introduced. It describes the remote sensing system itself a
tial parts of its environment. Using this concept, the interactions between parameters of the complex model, retrie
rithms, and any output, such as data accuracy and costs, can be evaluated. In principle, it is possible to model all optoonic
remote sensing systems since merely the part concerning the hardware has to be changed. SENSOR differs f
approaches due to its high complexity. All parts of the complex sensor-environment system are considered. Remark
tures are implemented, e.g. the influence of PSF, different noise sources (photons noise, pixel response non-unifor
signal).

One of the main arguments against a software model is the complete reliance on a selection of known parametrize
However, this approach is often the only way to obtain any information on the interaction between the elements m
above. Consequently, one important task during the construction of a complex software model such as SENSOR is t
essential parameters influencing the output values and to include them into the model.

5. OUTLOOK

In the near future, the emphasis will be put on the design and adaptation of APEX hardware components. Additiona
lowing features will be discussed in order to improve SENSOR’s accuracy and applicability:
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• improving the parametric approach for the calculation of MODTRAN LUT’s and the at-sensor-radiance, e.g. intro
relative azimuth and sensor zenith,

• modeling of adjacency effects,
• evaluation of more complex convolution algorithms to improve the sub-channel concept,
• including complex optical effects, e.g. straylight models, and
• including complex electronic effects, e.g. temperature dependent noise sources and cross talks.

In general, an optimization or evaluation process using SENSOR works as shown in Fig. 9. A set of system parame
vided by the scientific APEX team and the industrial partners is fed into SENSOR. The simulation results in an artificia
data cube. This data cube will be processed by a number of retrieval algorithms. The output data generated this w
compared to user driven requirements, e.g. data quality and uncertainties, feasibility considerations, and cost anal
results in an evaluation of the input parameters and to an update of the sensor design if necessary. 

Fig. 9: General scheme for an optimization or evaluation process using SENSOR
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